Book Review

The New Negro: The Life of Alain Locke
Warren E. Whitaker and Robert A. Martin
The title of Stewart’s biography is a tribute to Alain Locke’s seminal work, The New
Negro: An Interpretation. This 1925 anthology highlighted the works of several
up-and-coming black writers of the 20th century, planting these authors and, thus,
a new black intellectual movement squarely in the public eye. While Alain Locke
and John Dewey did not work directly together, Dewey’s philosophical approaches,
specifically aesthetic valuation, significantly influenced Locke’s life. John C. Stewart
provides a dense and thorough illustration of Locke’s use of aesthetic valuation in
his personal, professional, and educational experiences. Locke was pursuing his doctoral degree at Harvard University in Dewey’s discipline at a time when Dewey was
effectively moving philosophy toward pragmatism and a philosophical approach
that tested concepts against practice. Stewart highlights how a professor-student
partnership between Dewey and Locke, if both were at Harvard during the height
of the Golden Age of philosophy, would have resulted in countless benefits for
Locke’s postgraduate aspirations: “Dewey would have offered Locke the opportunity
to work with a social philosopher of the first rank and share in Dewey’s success as
a public social philosopher” (279). Throughout Locke’s life, he embodied Dewey’s
aesthetic valuation in his assessments of observations and experiences related to
the humanities in the United States and other countries. Locke’s focus on being
open to alternative understandings of his experiences of the arts through aesthetic
appreciation allowed him to continue creating a vision of what the black renaissance
could be in the United States. This strategy also resulted in internal conflict and
disagreement with other black scholars and activists.
Stewart does an excellent job of describing how Locke’s emotional instability
combined with his intersection of identities shaped his perception of and interaction in the world. The internal and external influences of Locke’s black, queer, and
intellectual identities, in combination with his unmet emotional needs resulting
from his mother’s death, culminated in a continuous struggle with interpersonal
interactions and companionship. Locke’s relationship with his mother served as a
consistent theme throughout his life. Her undying love and dedication to her son
sustained his creativity and yet stunted his maturity. Although marginalized by
American society for being black, Locke’s mother instilled in him the importance
of optics and the potential negative consequences of being seen interacting with
the poor black community. Locke saw his mother as a symbol of a person who was
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able to meet all of his mental, emotional, and spiritual needs while simultaneously
encouraging cultivation of his artistic skills. The circumstances of her death and
subsequent memorial provided a unique grieving process that was bizarre yet
intriguing at the same time, and mirrored Locke’s relationship with his mother. The
need to find or create someone or something that embodied his mother’s influence
resulted in his pursuit of a movement that would provide a new definition and
representation of black culture in America: “The death of his mother encouraged
him to become the mother of a generation” (333).
Stewart is meticulous in his approach to articulating Locke’s continuous
internal struggles and dialogue about who he believed he was and how others perceived him. Locke was someone with inner demons that manifested as an almost
unquenchable thirst for adulation as a black thought-leader, especially from elite
whites. Throughout his life and career, Locke was described as both a genius and
insecure, socially astute yet isolationist, upwardly mobile yet dodging creditors.
Stewart provides commentary that highlights the stark contrast between
Locke’s identification with the black elite or upper class and his surprising newfound
motivation for development of the new Negro from the lower socioeconomic black
population. From an early age, Locke’s mother focused on making sure his appearance was pristine, and she had a strong disdain for association with poor black
people. This was reinforced through his education in white schools, distinguished
achievements (e.g., Rhodes Scholar, Ph.D.), and international trips to foreign countries (e.g., England and Germany). Although black, Locke was able to learn how
to engage with the white elite and ultimately used this knowledge for advancing
his black renaissance thinking. Locke developed the ability to analyze how white
males were attempting to interpret or portray African artwork in written media
and used his gifted writing skills to create articles that provided a better description while also benefitting his cause of ushering in a new era, a movement that
ultimately became known as the Harlem Renaissance. Stewart summarizes Locke’s
use of these skills by stating, “Locke was also the only aesthete, with a world-class
aesthetic . . . his exposure to modernism in his years at Harvard, Oxford, and the
University of Berlin and also with friends like Dickerman and de Fonseka, allowed
Locke to understand [Albert] Barnes and use his insights nimbly to advance his
own cultural agenda” (427). Utilization of this skill in combination with his assets
(e.g., his personality and appearance) allowed Locke to enter publication spaces
usually reserved for white authors and gave him opportunities to voice opinions
and insight on manuscripts authored by both white and black scholars.
Locke’s homosexual lifestyle is symbolic of his insecurity and emotional
instability, especially after the death of his mother; and Stewart describes Locke’s
incessant desire for younger lovers. In approaching potential love interests,
Locke had difficulty separating professional and personal motivations. He often
intertwined both motives and this resulted in the appearance that Locke was
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grooming younger artists by manipulating them with his creative writing expertise
and mentoring ability. The interactions between Locke and aspiring authors have
similarities to prostitution with the younger artists reluctantly providing Locke
with sexual favors and emotional energy in exchange for his constructive critical
analysis and advancement of their literary work. In addition to his pursuit of sexual
partners, Locke also had to battle the intersection of his race with his sexuality.
Fearing rejection from the elite black community, he engaged in sexual acts and
relationships with men secretly while living in America. The influence of the
heterosexual population was evident in Stewart’s description of Locke navigating
through Washington while being queer: “In public, Locke had to fit his identity
within the heterosexually-defined reality of Black Washington. He had to be on
guard constantly to cloak his sexual interests to avoid the social stigma of being a
public homosexual” (320).
Stewart’s cumulative assessment and portrayal of the black community
through this biographical work provides a lens through which to understand some
current dynamics and dilemmas within the current black community. Currently,
there is still some misunderstanding about and dissension between those in the
black community with access to an abundance of financial resources and those
without access. Although sometimes used in banter or as terms of endearment,
words such as “Bougie” (derived from Bourgeoisie), “ratchet,” “ghetto,” “ballin,”
etc., have socioeconomic implications. For example, Locke would be perceived as
Bougie due to his dress, education, and social group preferences while he would
have described Langston Hughes’ social group as “ghetto” with “ratchet” behaviors.
While seen more publicly than in Locke’s time, sexuality is still a polarizing issue
within the black community. To this day, there is still division between blacks
with church-based, foundational, conservative thinking and those with a more
liberal, “love is love” outlook. There is an underground, secretive black homosexual
population similar to the scene described in Stewart’s biography that serves as a
safe place for sexuality while also helping individuals preserve heterosexual normative day-to-day lifestyles. Colorism related to skin complexion continues to be
seen as an influence in opportunities and exposure. Consistent with history, those
with lighter complexions continue to have greater opportunities in print media,
film, and advertising. There have been some advances for individuals with darker
complexions in such films as “Black Panther” and “If Beale Street Could Talk,” but
the stigma of darker complexion and the perception of negativity still permeates
black culture. Stewart’s work provides a poignant reminder of the work the black
community is continuing to do for race unification and advancement.
This book is a resource for academics and scholars researching the origins
of the Harlem Renaissance and the rise of the black middle-class in the US. Locke
interacted with DuBois, Hughes, Woodson, and Washington in his obsessive aspiration to become influential in the black community and accepted by whites. Duality
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runs throughout Locke’s life: intellect vs. insecurity; black leadership vs. disdain
for blacks; middle-class mannerisms vs. dodging creditors. Our recommendation,
then, is to parse sections and chapters instead of attempting to read the entire book.
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